The foregoing argument when summed up reads about as follows: Daernonelix is a burrow (false premise); burrows can not exist in water; therefore the Miocene of the Bad Lands are wind deposits (false conclusion). No valid argument can be based on the assumption of the point to be established and proved.
A premise, as the name signifies, is something antecedently established or proved, therefore the argument is based on the false premise that Daemonelix is a burrow, which is not an established fact, but is the fact which he is to establish. If the premise is false, so is the conclusion, and we find it remarkably exemplified in this case. The startling and extraordinary conclusion is, that the well-known region of the Miocene Bad Lands is a wind deposit, and not a water deposit, as it is known the world over to be. It is argument in a circle. It is not logical nor are the deductions geological. It is a pure assumption that Daemonelix is a burrow, but so easily is the mind led from pure assumptions to the conviction of their truth, that we find the author under consideration unhesitatingly pronouncing the well-known Miocene Bad Lands an aerial deposit, and denying that it is aqueous. That such a mistake could ever have been made is to be explained away on the ground of undue haste.
No naturalist could deliberately pronounce our Miocene Bad Lands anything but water deposits.
Those famous Miocene beds are not wind deposits. The White River tertiary is an extensive deposit covering parts of Nebraska, Dakota and Wyoming. The depth of the deposit was originally, and still is, nearly 1,000 feet in thickness, and the time required for its deposition is estimated at 25,000 to 30,000 years. It is so plainly stratified that inexperienced students, members of my geological excursions to these regions, could make out the strata and follow them with certainty at sight. They could recognize the Titanotheriun beds, lower, middle, and upper, and follow them about as they would follow the lower, middle and upper boards of an ordinary fence. So with the Oreodon beds, Metamynodon sandrock, Protoceras and others. All is stratification there, and that too so strikingly and conspicuously that no one can overlook or mistake it. The Loess, or Bluff Deposits, at the best are but obscurely stratified. They occur in southern Nebraska, Iowa, northern Kansas, and Missouri, 200 or 300 miles south of the region under discussion.
No wind could ever have formed the perfectly stratified and minutely laminated deposits of the Bad Land region. It can be formed by the assorting power of water and by that only. It is, of course, true that modern winds are functional in producing certain local surface configurations, but primarily the deposit was aqueous throughout.
He says-" It is not clear what the author writes concerning the structure of the bodv of Daemonelix. According to him the same seems to be filled with fine tubes, which wind about each other and give the body a spongy structure, a circumstance which the author advances, and seizes upon as important proof of the organic structure of the bodies.
" It is difficult to discuss the subject without having seen the specimen. Typical Loess is also filled with fine tubes which 1895.] is Daemonelix a Burrow ? 521 intertwining give it a tufaceous or sponge-like structure, yet it is in itself no organism."
The author is entirely cognisant of the fact that Loess is penetrated by tubes--but they are vertical rather than intertwining and ramifying,-whereby are produced lines of weakness in vertical planes. The result being manifest in the sides of canlons and bluffs which are as upright as walls. This it is that gives our bluff deposits their character. Of course, ordinary meteoric water, charged more or less with carbon dioxide, percolates readily through the porous Loess, where it finds superabundance of lime salts to be dissolved out. It finds easy passage through these tubes, and as evaporation goes on and the carbon dioxide is liberated, lime carbonate is deposited as a white lining to these tubes.
In the color, and in that alone, is there any similarity between the vertical tubes in Daemonelix and those of the Loess, although we are led to the inference that they are the same.
In chemical composition the two are totally unlike. The tubes of the Loess are entirely inorganic; those of the Daemonelix are entirely organic, as every section shows. There remains then not so much as a semblence of an analogy between -the tubes of the Loess and those of the Daemonelix.
In reply to the description of the characteristic and very intricately tangled tubules on the surface of Daemonelix (Figured in P1. III of the paper criticized) he asks, " Could not this tube structure originate from the dry grass of which the gopher built his nest?" It seems to me there are two very patent reasons why this can not be. In the first place the so-called hay is not confined to the region of the supposed nest, but covers every portion of the entire fossil. The burrow then in which the gopher presumably dwelt was literally tamped with fine hay from bottom to top. Where then did the gopher and his prolific family dwell ?
In the second place, if it were hay, the microscope would easily recognize it. But to the contrary the microscope shows it is not hay, because there are no fibro-vascular bundles, which grass would of necessity show; nor is there a trace of the siliceous epidermal layer which would certainly be [ Fig. 5 of all the facts, the foregoing seems untenable, and the author, although conceiving of the idea long ago, cannot believe this to be merely a vegetable lining to a burrow. Microscopic sections suggest the sea-weed, the structure being very simple. It is cellular but never vascular. It seems to me then that any attempt to show that these tubules are possibly hay, must miscarry.
" If the spiral is a filled up burrow so is the axis also, and one must admit that apparently the animal, after it had dug the spiral burrow, in order to shorten the exit, dug yet another straight one." "Possibly the animal used both burrows alternately, the comfortable winding one when it returned home with booty laden pouches; the shorter straight passage when it emerged light and unloaded." "The author's observation agrees very well with this that each Dae-.. onelix which has no central axis, but consists simply of a free spiral, has, as a rule, no transverse piece. as that in which these fossils now occur, it could not resist the destruction which must result from gophers scurrying up and down its walls. But no specimen furnishes the slightest evidence of such wear. [June, But there are other facts militating against this burrow theory, among which the following may be mentioned. The tangled tubules which so plainly characterize the entire surface of Daemnonelix often appear diffused in great irregular masses, and in broad sheets, in certain places throughout the sand rock in Daemonelix beds.
In the case of those which occur in thin sheets in cracks and fissures it is impossible that any animal ever burrowed there. Some of this plant structure then is unquestionably disconnected entirely from any burrow. What is true then of part of this organic structure may possibly be true of the whole.
It is very common indeed to notice offshoots from these corkscrews either running as supports from one coil up to the next (See Fig. 1 ) or running out irregularly into the surrounding matrix. These vary from the size of one millimeter to one or more centimeters and have been traced to a length of half a meter to a full meter or more. Now it is perfectly apparent that no gopher could possibly have constructed these narrow tubes. Granting that he constructed the spiral tube how are we to account for these numerous offshoots which could not have been constructed by a gopher.
If this is in truth the work of a gopher then it must stand as a lasting monument to the genius of that creature which laid the lines of his complex abode with such invariable precision and constancy. If it were that of any of the lower forms the surprise would be less.
The difficulty alone of digging a spiral with a constant and invariable pitch seems entirely beyond the instincts of higher animals such as these quick and reasoning creatures. But besides the constancy and accuracy of pitch of the helix comes another element of great complexity, the helix tapers from top to bottom with such nicety that this animated instrument of precision would have to be sensitive to differences, not exceeding one millimeter for every 90?, in its course around the axis of the spiral. Is such precision to he expected of animals endowed with reason ? Without attempting to describe or discuss this point further the author has submitted certain figures which he believes will carry out the idea embodied in the foregoing much more tersely and emphatically than he could by verbal descriptions (See Figs. 2 and 5 I believe that such precision could emanate only from the blind instinct of plants and lower animals unguided by reason.
In both papers (University Studies, Vol. I, No. 4, July, 1892, and Vol. II, No. 1, July, 1894) the author took pains to explain that he had found the skeleton of a rodent of exactly suitable size within the root-stalk at the base of a spiral. But in the next sentence he urged the recognition of the fact that at the same time one of his party, Mr. F. C. Kenyonfound the bones of a mammal as large as a deer, and altogether too large to have burrowed, yet it was likewise enclosed. The cork-screw [June, spread out and conformed to the shape and size of the bones exactly as though it had been some growth which encased them. It was accordingly suggested that possibly the small rodent had been enclosed likewise.
Touching this point Dr. Fuchs writes " In my examination I am further strengthened by finding on closer reading that the author had, at one time, found the complete skeleton of a rodent within a so-called root-stalk at its anterior extremity. The author finds it entirely inexplicable how-a rodent could occur within a root-stalk and undertakes to decide the case by declaring that the rodent was submerged and that the plant bad settled down and completely grown around its skeleton. I believe, however, that the author had at hand the builder of Daemonelix."
Possibly this may be so. Certainly the author conceived of the idea months before it was published that there was such a fossil in existence. But in all justice, Dr. Fuchs should have mentioned the larger skeleton also. The smaller skeleton was enclosed within Daemonelix, so was the larger. Whatever is proof in case of one ought to hold with the other, or at the least ought to have some weight.
But this much is certain that no 100 centimeter Artiodactyle Ungulate can burrow in a 20 centimeter hole. That is to say the mere fact of finding bones thus encased is not in itself unconditional proof of a burrow.
Some may raise the objection that possibly the bones of this large Artiodactyle were deposited in the sand long before the gopher dug his burrow, and that it is merely an accident that the gopher's hole passed through, or in the vicinity of, the skeleton deposited there. Granting that this is so, then we have to face this condition; the gopher in digging his burrow, dug straight through this large skeleton, through vertebrae and limb-bones alike, and yet they are not disarticulated. The joints, to the metatarsals, are in place and the zygapophyses of the vertebrae are locked in their original position. Now can any one conceive of the possibility of a gopher digging a 20 centimeter hole straight through such a skeleton yet leaving it entirely articulate. At the least it is improbable, and as I believe is impossible.
However, if it is a possible case then it brings us to another condition; sedimentation must have gone on indefinitely long, the bones of the large animal were buried and covered by unknown feet of superimposed sediments, then the ancient lake was drained, erosion went on for an indefinite period cutting the surface into its present hills and valleys.
All this brings us then from Miocene to recent time, for it was in recent time, according to this, that the gopher must have dug his burrow through the bones of this old-time Artiodactyle. But it must be borne in mind in this connection that all these burrows are fossilized at the present time, and that the sand in which they occur is sandrock at the present time and must have been sandrock before the gopher dwelt there.
Can we believe that a gopher could excavate a burrow in rock too hard, often, even for' our chisels and picks ? Or has there been time for the fossilization of its burrow and bones on this supposition ?
With the specimen in hand, grown over as it is with an organic network of tubules, the author can not believe that it can be accounted for in any other way than that already proposed; viz., that some organism quietly grew around these bones, conforming to their very shape'and knitting them all together.
In still another case we found a small united radius and ulna in the matrix, on top of, and outside of, the root-stalk, just as if it had been deposited there as sedimentation went on One would naturally look for such bones within, not without the burrow; and on the bottom, not on the top.
The author would not be misunderstood in this reply. He does not deny the possibility of this being an old-time burrow, for such it may yet prove to be despite his fondest hopes and his avowed convictions to the contrary, and despite the very plant structure itself.
But he does attempt to deny that the Bad Lands are Loess of veolian origin; that the tubes in Daemonelix are Loess tubes; that the tubules and plant cells are those of hay ; and that any gopher, Miocene or modern, could possibly construct in fine sand a straight burrow inside a spiral burrow which could stand.
